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U.S. Senator From
Maryland Will Speak
Paul Sarbanes. U.S. Senator from Maryland, will speak
at Longwood College on
Wednesday evening. April 26.
at 7:30 in Wygal Auditorium.
The Senator will discuss
"Latin America and U.S. Policy." The public is invited to
attend the lecture and the reception following it.
Sarbanes. a Democrat, was
first elected to the U.S. Senate
in 1976. He was re-elected in
1982 and 1988.
He is vice-chairman of the
Senate-House Joint Economic
Committee, and serves on the
Photo by R Bruce Gantt
Senates Foreign Relations
and
the
Ooopsl Centel workers accidentally broke a water line Committee
last week while installing cable for the new communica- Committee on Banking.
tion system. Water was cut off to the Stevens Science Housing and Urban Affairs.
Building and several labs were cancelled.
He also served on the Senate
Select Committee that inves-

tigated the Iran-Contra Affair. President Kennedys Council
The son of Greek immi- of Economic Advisers. The
grants. Sarbanes was born following year, he was execu

CHI Secret Still Contemplated
Enthusiasts Wait For Thursday
By JAMES BOSTON
With the Chi Burning
closely
approaching
(Thursday. April 27 at 10:00
p.m. behind Wygal). great
anticipation is sparked in
many Longwood students.
Chi Is one of the many traditions which are Interwoven
with the spirit of Longwood.
Although many of us think
that we know about and understand Chi. there is very

little that we actually know.
Chi is an organization
whose real purpose remains
known only to its members.
Sure, we see the external
glimpses of Chi through their
late night walks, their chants,
their banners, their dolls,
their Christmas balls, their
commendation letters and
finally at their burning, but
is this what Chi is all about?
Every year, the questions

CHI 1942

arise: Who is in Chi? What dc
they do? The students ar<
ever seeking to find the
identity of those friends who
call themselves a member of
this organization.
Chi is a word that brings
excitement and wonder to
Longwood College students.
But WHY? Let us look into
the mystery of Chi and see
what we find.
It all began in the Fall of
1900 (October 15 to be exact).
A group composed of girls
who were considered to be

influential leaders In various
circles were chosen to become
members of a newly formed
organization to be called "Chi"
— THE NEW ORDER. Their
plan was to work in
coordination with the Honor
System trying to prevent
breach of rules.
(Continued on Page 4)

SENATOR PAUL SARBANES
and grew up in Salisbury, tlve director of the Charter
MD. He received his A. B. Revision Commission of
degree, magna cum laude and Baltimore City.
Phi Beta Kappa, from
in 1970. Sarbanes was
Princeton University in 1954. elected to the first of three
For the next three years, terms in the U.S. House ol
he was a Rhodes Scholar at Representatives. While in the
Oxford University, earning a House, he served on the
B.A. honours degree in the Judiciary Committee, the
School of Philosophy. Politics. Merchant Marine and
and Economics.
Fisheries Committee, and the
He then went to Harvard Select Committee on House
Law School, where he Reorganization,
received his LL.B. degree cum
Senator Sarbanes and his
laude in June of 1960. That wife have two sons and a
same month, he married daughter. His niece. Beth, is a
Christine
Dunbar.
of graduating senior at Long
Brighton. England.
wood. The family lives in Hal
During the first 10 years of timore. Mrs. Sarbanes. a
his career. Sarbanes served graduate of St. Hugh's College
as law clerk to Judge Morris of Oxford University, teaches
A. Soper. U.S. Court of Latin and French at Oilman
Appeals for the Fourth School, rnntrnts
Circuit; practiced law as an
^uruemd
associate with two Baltimore ^•n°rial
2
3
law firms; and served four News.
^
years in the Maryland House «■*««■
5. 7. 10. 11
of Delegates.
Graduation
In 1962-63. Sarbanes was „ Centerfold
...8.9
administrative assistant to Year in Review14. 5
12
Walter W. Heller, chairman of SP°r,s
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1988-89 Is Longwood's Best Vintage Ever
The Editor Reflects Back
ple of SGA Presidents and especially under President Hudson,
the student voice has become a powerful force in the shaping
of the actions and policies of Longwood College. It has emerged
as an organization that Is committed to the needs of its constituency, the students, and committed to the progress of
Longwood.
Another organization that has come a long way is
Student Union. It seems that after a long wait, we as students
are beginning to recognize the value of Student Union as a
fully functioning and far-reaching organization that indeed
A College On the Move
offers above all. something for everyone. This organization has
Longwood Is once again a college on the move. With our slowly been evolving so today more people than ever are taking
new president, school pride and unity between all facets of the advantage of the wide variety of programs.
college has returned. We have a President that gives support to
The Rotunds And Catching Sight
all students. This means a lot to us. Having the President Dorrill giving his moral support at school sponsored events shows
I said In my first editorial that we at The Rotunda saw
that like the students he is genuinely interested In the day to
ourselves as the ones to catch sight of Longwoods memorable
day affairs of the college.
The college will soon have a new library. 1 have often read events from atop the Sesqulcentennlal Mount (a mount that Is
in past Rotunda's, students in the 1950s complaining about now 150 years tall). From atop this mount, which provided the
the dormitory construction noise so early in the morning. Now best view of Longwood. we reported all the events from
I know how they feel. This noise tells me that the campus is September to April, be it news, features, or sports and even
alive and growing in more ways than Just its students. This ventured up and down the Mount through the Gallery column
new library proves that the state of Virginia also has and our series of Historical Notes. We tried our best to cover
confidence in our abilities and this project will be Just the be- everthing for you: including the various campus controversies.
Longwood has had its fair share of controversies this
ginning of many more to come such as a new dormitory .which
year, the most memorable, the "Lawnwood Controversy." that
will begin next year If everything goes well.
As you probably realize the nation and the world are now we hope, we handled well. At Longwood we have discovered
in the midst of a revolution that promises to have far-reaching exists a strong showing of public opinion which appears to
consequences. This is the computer and telecommunications come forth when something Is terribly wrong. Everyone's
revolution. At Longwood. this has meant keeping up with the opinion counts and change works within this framework.
times and thus the reason for our new telecommunications
Editor's Final Reflection
system which will take us well Into the next century.
The last editorial under an outgoing editor has
customarily been the time to look back and also a time to look
forward — and so this shall be. Our school has undergone
many bold changes during Its Sesqulcentennlal year and if I
know Longwood this will continue. Longwood Is becoming
synonymous with spirited student leaders, who with the support of the student body, not only work for a change, but
achieve It.

Boundless Opportunity
At Longwood. opportunity Is everywhere. It Just takes Initiative to go after It. It could be said that opportunity is the
creation of those students who want to make a difference, and
those who question the present state of affairs and work for
change. At Longwood. every student has the opportunity to
make a difference. No voice is to small to be heard and all
concerns are worthy of attention. We have a school in which
students, faculty, staff, and administration care. Longwood is
committed to the ideal that every student deserves a fair
chance and this has been demonstrated with few exceptions.
A Campus-Wide Commitment to Progress
Student Government Association Is today a strong influence in the lives of Longwood students and under the last cou-

When I decided to seek the Editorship of The Rotunda
last year. I stated on my application that I wanted to make a
difference. Did I make a difference? This Is for you. the reader.
to decide. It was my intention to present the news fairly and
cover as much as possible, in the hopes of raising the
important Issues of the day. However, I felt it was not
necessary for The Rotunda to Invent controversies, and I guess
for this reason some of the volumes were not the most exciting.
But I would not have sensationalism at the expense of the
paper's Integrity. It was my Job to inform, no matter how
exciting or boring the Information.
Looking back. I can say that the long hours of hard work
was worth all of the trouble. It was an honor to serve in this
capacity and I hope I did a good Job and It Is my hope that the
facets that I did well will continue.
Matt Peterman

VfcittWIPPlNa OUT." Wl SAID....*

Managing Editor
R. Bruce Gantt
Features Editor
Monica Gilbert
Greek Affairs Editor
Chet Ahn
Photography Editor
Emily Howell
Sports Editor
Lindy Seymore
Business Manager
Tim Oliva
Advertising Managers
Steve Evans
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Cheryl Jeffrey
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William C. Wood

ROTUNDA
POLICY
The opinions expressed In
The Rotunda arc not
nec< ssarlly
those
of
Longwood College,
its
students, staff, administration or trustees. Columns,
letters, and cartoons represent the view of their author.
Unsigned editorials represent
the majority opinion of the
editorial board.
All letters to the Editor
must be typed or printed
neatly, state the author's
years,
and
major as
applicable.
Any contributions should
be addressed to The Rotunda, Box 1133. Deadline for
articles If 4:00 p.m. Friday
prior to the Tuesday publication date and these should
be placed In the envelope on
the Publication door in
Lankford. Letters, personals,
etc. arc due on the office
door by midnight Sunday.
Published weekly since
1920 by the students of
Longwood College, The
Rotunda Is an American
Scholastic Press Association
award winning newspaper.
Questions or comments
should be directed to our
main office at Box 1133 or
(804)392-7817.
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New Communications System Will Move
Longwood Into 21st Century

Netters
Clinch
Season

Dr. Cross, manager of the leave messages, and these which operates the entire
project says that the new messages will show up on the system will automatically pick
phone and data system will digital display in the form of the cheapest carrier for that
provide many conveniences lights. When a light is pre- area code. Also, twenty
for the Longwood community, sent, the individual's personal phones will be installed in
Longwood's men's tennis
When giving a brief of the v°lce mail number can be strategically located places team clinched its best season
proposal to the Board of Vis- keyed in and then the mes- 0n campus for emergencies; since 1983 last week, beating
itors. Dr. Cross explained that sages can be heard. Thus. as soon as the receiver is Greensboro College 7-2
the current phone system Is there is no need for any stu- picked up it dials immediately Wednesday, after losing to
obsolete; the cabling plant is dents to bring answering ma- to campus police. The system Randolph-Macon 5-4 at home
deteriorating, the volume of chines or phones back to will also have the capacity for Monday.
calls that the college receives school next semester; any up to 5.000 lines, which may
With a 5-3 record heading
— cannot be handled, re- other phone than the type Is- be needed as the college Into Monday's finale at Libsulting In an overload In sued by the college will not grows.
erty (the Lancers were set to
which some calls are rejected, work In the residence hall
For students with personal play two matches against the
and also there is no switched room. Payment for the phone computers, the phone will Flames). Longwood can do no
data capability. All of these will be Included In room and have two Jacks, one for phone worse than break even at 5-5.
problems should be elimi- board fees, thus there will be service, the other for data The last time the Lancers had
nated with the new project. no charge for local calls. Long switching. Computers may be a break-even season was
The telephone system will distance calls must be made hooked up to the system, giv- 1983 (7-7).
have touch tone service, voice wlth a calling card or a Long- mg the student access to the
Coach Rich Poslpankos
mail exchange, and a new wood credit card. The Long- colleges mainframe and li- squad took part in the South395 Exchange exclusively for wood credit card will be Is- brary computers from res- eastern Athletic Association
phones on Longwood campus. sued to those students who idence hall rooms.
Tournament Saturday in
The touch tone service will wish to pay their phone bills
On Tuesday. April 25th Huntsville. Alabama, but
provide a number of features: to Longwood. The advantage there will be a demonstration failed to win a match. NaBy TOM FOSTER
Call-waiting,
last number re- of this credit card is that ev- by Centel of the system from tionally ranked Lincoln
On April 10. 1989. the
dial,
voice
mailbox,
and oth- ery student will have an ac- 11:30-1:00 In the New Memorial won the event,
Publications Board unaniers
can
be
added.
The
voice count number which must be Smoker for students who are while UAH and Columbus
mously voted to confirm R.
also competed.
Bruce Gantt. as Editor-in- mailbox will be an answering used whenever dialing long interested,
service
on
which
people
may
distance
and
the
switch
Chief of 1989-90 Rotunda.
Mr. Gantt was the sole candidate.
A 2-year veteran of the paper. Mr. Gantt has served as
Photography Editor during
the Gaughran and Peterman
administrations as well as
Managing Editor this past
semester. He is also Photography Editor of Longwood's
yearbook. The Virginian. He is
a rising Junior and a Sociology major.
The Publications Board
is currently hiring for
consists of 11 people — students, faculty and adminisfull-time and weekend only summer jobs!
tration, from various campus
leadership positions. Present
Earn: $5.20/hr. on weekends
this year was Joey Azero.
$4.20/hr. on weekdays
Matt Peterman. Beth Camillo.
Sue Saunders. and Otis DouPlus a Labor Day bonus plan!
glas.

By STEPHANIE NEELY
When students come back
for the fall semester of 1989.
a new state of the art communications system will have
been Installed In every residence hall room, faculty office, and administrative office.
The system Is called an integrated voice/data communication system and It
should offer students many
advantages at a cost which is
considerably lower than what
a student would normally pay
for having Centel service.

Gantt
Selected
As Editor

Are you looking for a summer job?

^ngs^Dominion

COUCH
PIZZA
JS -TNV

bmurJ Dfltvrrv Aira

FOR
HOT, FAST DELIVERY
CALL

392-3253

Benefits: — complimentary tickets
— time off for vacation
— unlimited use of the park
— opportunities for advancement
— employee activities program
Apply at the

Kings Dominion Personnel Office
Monday — Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
For more information, write Kings Dominion, Personnel Department
Box 166, Doswell.VA 23047
or call (804) 876-5145
EOE
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Psycology
Club
Has
Picnic

formed as a takeoff on Chi.
This
group was composed of
(Continued from Page 1)
campus
clowns or "fun trouThese individuals were
very different from the Chi we blemakers" who called themsee today, as they were feared selves "Cahoots". They did a
by all. These girls worked in comical version of Chi which
all ways to preserve high included mock walks. The
group died out sometime
standards in the college.
Undercover, they warned during the late 70's-early
those girls whose conduct 80s.
Chi of 1970 presented the
By BETH A. LORD
had been disloyal to the
Blue
and
White
songbook
The
Longwood Psychology
ideals of the school.
which
was
a
collection
of
Club
ended
this semester
They were clad in white
robes and brewed well to the class, color and college songs, with Its annual Senior Picnic
as a reminder of Chi's essen- on Wednesday, April 19th. At
tune of "Chloe"
Occasionally, they took late tial purpose. This purpose this special event a $75 dowas said to be "not inscribed nation to the Psychology Denight walks.
Their symbol was that of a upon paper, but could be partment was presented to
found only in the hearts and Dr. Ed Smith. Department
skull and two cross bones.
A quote from a 1949 year- minds of those who sought Head. Also, the newly elected
officers who will serve beginbook says the following: "We it."
Today,
with
a
new
symbol,
ning in the fall are Robert
Awards were given for Leadership and Involvement
donned our robes over our
that
of
the
Rotunda.
CHI
Baker.
President;
Kelly
BarExcellence
for each class last Wednesday at the Leadership
skeleton frames and took a
WALKS
ON.
AND
THE
SPIRIT
ton.
Vice
President;
Lynn
Banquet.
From
left to right holding their awards are Drew
walk on the colonnade one
OF
LONGWOOD
WALKS
Owens.
Secretary;
and
Lee
Hudson.
Junior
Recipient; Bradlee Pomp. Freshmsn
night. It was raining, so they
WITH
IT!!!
Its
activities
have
I-awrence, Treasurer.
Recipient: Raecita Gallup, Sophomore Recipient; and Mike
say. but we were unaware because as you know, no dis- changed over the years, but
Sheffield. At the banquet Geist won for the most
comfort could ever dismay its aim to uphold the spirit of
outstanding organization and Joe McGill. Most
Chi." Chi was said to "hear Longwood has remained conOutstanding Advisor.
all, see all and know all."
stant.
As time and Chi proToday, students still get
gressed. many positive things chllls when *>"* read ^f8
ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS
began to develop. Chi gave to the student body
During the next three weeks, the Search Committee will
the corner stones to the Edith encouraging support of
bring
on campus six candidates for the position of the Dean
Stevens Hall as well as to college
functions and
of the School of Business and Economics. We have schedJarman. It was also responsi- academic excellence They
uled an Open Forum for each candidate to meet with interestble for the landscaping of the still ook forward to the Chi
By DINA SCHIANO
burnln
ed
students.
dell at Longwood Estate, the
g- where recogrUUon is
On Sunday. April 9. Longto
You
are invited to attend these forums and discuss your
floor in the "old rec" and the &™ students, faculty and wood Against Vandalism Asadministration
who
have
concerns with the candidates. I urge each of you to take
directional finder behind the
sociation rapped up spring
made
outstanding
advantage of this opportunity to participate in the selection
library.
weekend with a bowling comcontributions
to
the
college
process. The students members of the committee. Terry
On many occasions, the
petition and a $20 cash prize.
community.
It
is
here,
at
the
Gabbert and O'Kelly McWilhams, would be happy to receive
Chi banner watched over the
The four teams that entered
any comments after the forums, or you may send written
crowd in the College Shop burning, that the com- consisted of the Fast Laners.
comments to Kristine Harbour in Hiner Building if you prefer.
and on the athletic field. bination of Individual flames the Justic League, and two
come
together
to
form
one.
Bright red skulls began to
teams from the Alpha Chi
As for the question "exactly Rho fraternity. The LAVA
appear around campus on
Wednesday, April 26,1 LOO p.m.
how does one get into Chi? members bowled, but did not
sidewalks.
Friday, April 28,1:30 p.m.
This staunch group of girls — ™at wlU probably never be compete along with the other
Monday, May 1,1:00 p.m.
was held fast by undying loy- known for sure. We do know teams,
1
Wednesday, May 3,1 00 p.m.
alty. strong bonds of friend- u™ they are chosen for their
j^ winnlng team was ^
ship and a firm purpose.
outstanding contributions to Crow8 , Y team Membcr8
All meetings are scheduled for the Red Room, Lankford
The year ended with what Longwood College.
wcrc Carj schieber. Steve
Building.
was termed a "coming out
The important thing to Gray, Chuck Sobrito, and
party". This was a bonfire know and understand about Kevin Kline. This team had a
which was said to cast its Chi is that It maintain the two game average of 529. The
glow to reveal the Identities of spirit and traditions of this high scorer in game one was
AVOID PROFESSOR NOID
the Chi members. Over the fine Institution. Without Steve Gray, with a total of
years. It became customary at spirit Chi would have no 159. game two put Chuck
this ritual for the members to reason for being. Realizing Sobrito on top with a total of
circle this bonfire and com- that the spirit depends upon 174. According to Carl
mend those whose spirit and each student. Chi strives to Schieber the winning team
loyalty to the college was felt kindle the flame and keep It was going to spend the $20 to
by all
go out and "have a good
burning In the hearts of all.
time."
With the 70s came
Momsc*
The bowling competition
changes. A new group was
N0»«
was designed to boost LAVA
awareness, and to send a
EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
m e s sage to Longwood
students that LAVA does still
THURSDAY. Aim 17 KAOfNO DAY l.om. lor Thvrtdoy ntfM ck,....
exist and even In times of
M0 p.m. and Conflict ported
improvement, there are still
HHOAY. ATMN
• 13 InoHihOSI. 100 101 Conflicts
many ways you the student
a 5: TO • X
7 10 Tt 3S5
body can contribute to
campus beautlflcatlon. Keep
SATURDAY. Arm 2*
•13 TO II JO
LAVA In mind during the
3ST0 t:SS
710: MWF 13:30
semesters to come. It's the
MONOAY MAY I
hardworking dedicated
• 13 MWF 10 30
"" """" ~ ~ ™" "■vaVKoTsT^Tpon"" ~ ™""" ""■""■ — -|
3 5 MWF II 30
students that make a small
710 MWF 7 30 I Mo .Joy night clotto*
organization such as LAVA, i
i
flitSDAY MAY 3
• 13 MWF • 30
work.
with any pizza purchase
3 5 MWf 0 30
LAVA would like to thank i
7 10 MWF 3:30 « Tuoidoy night clottot
Offer expires & 10-89/ Not valid with any other offer.
all who participated in the L
WIDNISDAV MAY 3
13 TO 3 30
bowling competition, it was
3 S MWF I 30
Cash and Checks welcome.
you
who made It a big
7 10 MWF 4 30 > Worfnctdoy nigltt clottei
Watch
for
our new extended hours In the fall.
success.

LAVA
Sponsors
Bowling

r

0

Call Domino's Pizza
392-1820
2 FREE COKES

|
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Editor's Note: Because oj
the overwhelming amount of
personals this week, we
doubled the Features Section
and In aUJatrness, we printed
submissions on a first come
first serve basis. We apologize
for not being able to print all
submissions.
Vonda Kay, — You really
made this a great semester
for me. Thank you for being
there when I needed you
most. You helped me alot. It's
really going to be hard to
leave. I'm going to miss you
soooo much. Keep in touch
and you know I'll be by K.D.
all I can. Hey — Where's your
feet? Watch out for those
cement benches!! Thanks for
everything you've done. I love
ya! — Love. Sharon Kay
Jay. — Econ rules! You're
a great guy. Good luck with
Legal Environment. Next year
will be a blast! Good luck on
exams. — Kim

To my secret admirer —
Having friends Is a by-product of sincerity. I have friends
— Do you? Please squeeze
your feces filled cranium and
come up with something better to do than write anonymous personals to me. Have a
miserable life. — Sincerely.
Robert A. Taylor "RAT'

P.S. Looking forward to the
"suite" life next year?
Swooz. — Hope Bobbie's
birthday went well! Can you
tell us all about it? — Ter

LOML, — How do you put
a semester's worth of things
In a personal? Oh well, the
best is yet to come! Guess
what?
You know! —
GT. — Good luck next sea"Bonehead"
son! It won't be the same
without you!! — Corch
Sharon Kay — You're the
GREATEST!!
I am really going
Pearl. — Hope your car
to
MISS
you
this summer!
makes it. — Mike
Thanks for always being
Sharon Kay. — We've had there! Even when "She Drives
a blast! It will continue next me Crazy"! I couldn't have
survived the semester without
year. — Watson and E.T.
you. Look out 1st floor North
Robert. — It's been inter- cause here we come! I'll alesting, knowing you. Good ways be there for you! Reluck In all that you do. You member - - PATIENCE!! — I
love you. Vonda Kay
deserve the best. — Kim
Vonda Kay>

,deal

forever, stay
amj

_

Kim and Sarah — Have a
destined great summer! Here's to a
sweet. - Kim grand year on 1st floor North!
— Love you! Vonda Kay
You are the

nelghbor. Its

Sarah

Mo. — Someone In your
TLT.
Next year will be management group knows
awesome. By the way. who's who hag ^en watching your
Connie — CONGRATULAfault is it? Have a great sum- roommate. I also know that
mer. — Sawah and Kim
TIONS! You finally made it!
you are not from Nowhere
Best wishes! I love u! —
~~—■"-—""*""""———————• county.
Vonda Kay
__^__—.-_______^_
Kevin N. — You play a
Kim. — This year has been
great first base. I really
Jay. - Keep up the great enJoyed watching while I had great! Next year will be better.
work with Alpha Phi Omega. ^ c'hance„ _ g^
Just think we have another
— Robert
semester of Economics to go
through! Hopefully I can get
„ .
Rho Alpha Tau. — Pledging
Pooch. - I don t talk to has been wonderfulI w^ ls my directions straight and
people I don't like - simple lniUatlon? _ Tau Lambda make a decision!! Have a
as that. — RAT
great summer and stay out of
Tau
trouble!! — Sarah
Mark. — One last message
To RATs semester-long se— Call Latrese. — Robert
R Bates. — Thanks for all
cret admirer: — Why are you
of
your
help! Thanks also for
so worried about RATs future
FOR SALE: Bed (mattress, after Longwood when yours is listening to the endless stoboxsprlng. frame, head- not looking to "promising" it- ries, and for giving me advice
board). $45. 4-Drawer dresser. self? Impracticality. unreal- when I needed it. You are a
$25. 5 kitchen chairs. $10 set. istic life styles and surface great friend! Have a good
Stuffed swivel rocker. $15. personalities won't get you summer and come back ready
Living room lamp. $5. Call through this life. They can't to party!! Take care of youreven get YOU through college. self!! — Love ya. Sarah
Cathy 392-7241.
Shteph! -— Hope the weekTo Penguin (Jeff) - You
end
went well for you! I enmade It through all four
Joyed
it immensly and I'm
years! Congratulations! The
time has gone by so quickly. glad you went! — Love ya. Ter
Enjoy the white
sandy
R. Bruce — Power Isn't
beaches in Hawaii! ! Aloha something that's given to you.
Dude! ! Love Mickey
Its something you take! Con
grads! You'll be a great editor!
Stephanie, — Glad you're — Robert
coming aboard. Next year will
Ter — What can I say?
be great. If you ever need
anything "our bathroom" will We'll be together more than
always be open. Here's to you expect next year. 1
some great times. — Kim and promis. I love you very much.
Sarah
— Bobert
Sharon (Tabb 215). —
You've been a great neighbor.
Good luck on exams. Have a
great summer. — Kim and
Sarah
Calendar Kim — I love to
watch you shake and bake
upstairs at dinner!! — Geo

«™

R. Bruce. — Thanks for
being our "Personal" Connection!! — Kim and Sarah
Mike W. - The White
House awaits you!! — K and S
Robert, — I wish you luck
in all of your future
endeavors. Thank you for
"conversatlng briefly" with me
all of those times. It'll be hard
to forget you — since you are
wonderful! — Love. Poochie

To the Booty Hunter. —
The hunt is perpetual. Don't
Percy. Hortence. Fayro. ever give up! — The Booty
Moose. Bruce, and Dave — Huntress
Keep the CHA spirit flickering
next year! — Jis
Cris - Thank you for the
Jim - "Walk forever by my other night (Friday 2 wks
side." and If you EVER leave ago), after the party. You
me. I'll be lost. You are my in- made my wish come true. I
spiration and you are my life. hope to see you again.
You're in my heart, and I love
From the girl In the study
you! Always. Jenn
lounge.

Kerry and Kristene — You
are the best two roomies In
the world! I never could have
made it through the year
without y'all. Thanks for all
your
support
and
understanding about everything! Next year will be great!
— Just bcuz we're In a
different room doesn't mean
we can't have even more fun!
— Love Tee-A

Matt R. — I know I worry
too much. Thanx for understanding. You better write me
this summer. — love, Just
Kerry
P.S. Moonshadow is the
best song on the tape!!
Anita — Next year is gonna
be awesome. Sure you can
put up with me? Too late —
you're stuck now. See ya next
year. — Love. Anothip

My MBO — Here's a long
distance I LOVE YOU!!! from
much too far away. I can't
wait for one of your hugs.
Thank you for the two most
wonderful years of my life. I
can't wait for the years to
come! — Love always, your TA
P.S. I love your secret!
Carolyn, — we are gonna
miss you next year. Take
care, be good, and tell Mike
what a lucky guy he is! —
Love room 212
Heather. — Good luck with
Ray! We better warn the rest
of the world that you're being
let loose in it soon! Thanx for
all the advice and don't forget
to give those guys our
number! — love ya Rm. 212

Nikkl — Thanks for everything!! You're a great friend!!
I'm glad you'll be living next
to Anita and I. or am I? Just
kidding — Love. Thippi
IK Pledge Class — You
guys are doing an awesome
Job and I'm very proud to be
your pledge pres. — Keep up
the hard work and your IK
spirit. — IK and all of mine.
Anothip
Jen — It's almost over 2
more weeks! Hang In Ihere
and good luck on your exams!
I'll probably see ya this summer. — Love. Thippi
Sarah — You're the
greatest big sis anyone could
ever ask for. Thank you for
everything. Have a great week
and good luck on your exams!
— IK ar»d „All of. mine.
Anothip

HI Rob. — What are you
doooing? Good luck In the
marines — well missyqu.and
your hair! Hold that carwash!
Woof! — Love. Tanya. Kristene. and Kerry
P.S. (Stop rolling your
Kendal — Learn to do your
eyes).
own computer work — "If you
can't handle it. don't do It!!"
Dave. — Hey sweetcheeks! — Remember smile I'm taking
Thanx for all the roadtrips to a picture!! — Love. Thippi
Richmond and for listening to
all our off-the-wall babbling!
Ton! Pepperoni — We ft
— Love. Tanya. Kristene, and nally made it! Where's GulKerry
ness? I guess that's what
happens when two rebels get
John. — thanx for going together. Thanks for the great
running with us. I can't be- weekend. I don't know what
lieve you still talk to us after I'll.do without.you over.the
cowboys and Indians!! You summer! I love you!!! — Woobetter write us! — Love. Kris- ley
tene and Kerry
Alfalfa — Sorry about the
J. Lynn — Good luck In problems this semester. Next
your future endeavors — time, tell me! I'm glad we got
You're going to need It! — R. things worked out. You're the
Allan
greatest roommate ever! —
Be-Bop
Mike. — Take that J — ■
Board up to the Honor ■
Boards level. Bust'em all. let'
God sort 'em out. — Robert
"Corch" — You better write
Kim. — Hey! Hope you next year. I'll miss pulling
have a good summer. Thanks those teeth. Remember GT
for going on all those "road Basketball is the Best. —
trips'" with me. Remember we Robert
will never be racquet ball
pros- we are supposed to hit
RAT and Co. — Thank you
the ball not run from it. Take for everything. You all have
care and keep In touch. — made this last year bearable.
Love. Sharon Kay
Keep up all the "traditions",
and give "Phil" a gin and
Steph. — It's been fun this tonic. Avec Beaucoup D'
past semester. Thanks for ev- Amour (Really) — RAT
erything. Next semester will
be even better! Have a great
Suzanne. — H-SC formal
summer. — Love, your roomie was a blast. Shall we do It
again next year? Step aside
Sue Ellen - Thanks for al- Mike Tyson! HA1 Have a won
ways being there. Love ya _ derful summer. — Nancy
Your Big Brother!
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THE OTHER STORE

a

Beside Eddie's Super Market In The Old "Peoples Drug''

m

GRAND OPENING ,N AUGUST!
Shop here for all your...

m

DISCOUNTED SCHOOL SUPPLIES!

WATCH FOR OUR OWN

PERSONAL SHUTTLE SERVICE
TO AND FROM DORMS
DURING THE WEEK OF AUG. 28 - SEPT. 1.
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Steph. hon — You are a
great roomie! I really enjoyed
being with you this year. We
have grown a lot closer ... I
hope that never ends. — I will
miss you next year. GOOD
LUCK ON EXAMS! and in
nursing school at MCV. Keep
in TOUCH in the future! Luv
ya. Linda W. (Kodak). Don't
ever forget I'm just a phone
call away if you need me . . .
I'll be there . . . You've got a
friend— LCW-88.
Cindy - Darling — I have
really enjoyed rooming with
you this year. You are a sweet
girl and I am so happy that I
know you. We have had some
great times (even if I am a
S.C.S.). Good Luck on Exarns
and in Med-School. — Remember you can do anything
you set your mind to. I will
miss you next year — Keep
in touch . . . Friends Forever.
Linda W.
P. S. Tell Tracey I said good
luck to him next year. Hope
he gets well soon! Miss seeing
his and your smiles! LCW —
Remember you're Got a
Friend.
Joi and Andrea. — Wow!
What a year! What would I do
without
ya'll
(and
your clothes)?! Next year is
gonna be great. Thanks for
everything! — Love. Clarabelle
P. S. Can you see my
Jeans in that closet?!
My heart cries out
In search of you.
Wherever that may be.
It was not long ago
that you were mine.
Until Immaturity took
control.
With a head as swelled
as an ankle.
Newly twisted and disfigured;
1 carried on and on as If
you were not there.
Change — make different;
alter.
It is done.
Take a sincere chance;
Just one more;
And proof you will need no
more.
Beware Cunningham residents:
Hell will re-open under
new management fall of 89'
Suzanne and Susan —
What can we say? You two
have been super sultemates.
Thanks for everything. We're
gonna miss you both! — Love.
Kim and Cindy.
Alpha Gamma Delta
Pledges — You girls are the
greatest! I will miss you this
summer, but look forward to
your Initiation In September!
— AF Love and Mine. Your
Pledge Mom.

Sigma Gamma Chi. ladies
and gentlemen, it Is time to
move hell northward and
down 2 floors. Then we shall
resume operations. Sincerely,
the Great White Booty
Hunter.
Precious — I used to live
for the weekends. Now I live
for the weeknights! — You
give new meaning to the Wild
Thing"!! Here's an idea, let's
go night golfing at the
Country Club. And about any
problems, relax it's just small
potato chips. Oh. and can't
we order pizza yet. I'm hungry
— Love. Koala and Turbo.

Trish G — Happy 20th Bday. — IKV, Sarah
Tracl Trim — Where is
stump? — Erin

Anothip — You are the
Tid — I want to get to know
best 111 sis - have a great you better. You are so funny
summer! I'll miss you! — IK* and I love your hair. I hope
& mine. Sarah
we can get together before
school Is out. — Guess who I
Klrsten — Is eight times
Dave P. — Let's do lunch AM?
still the record? — The Young at Chl-Chls! If we leave now.
and the Sexless
Donna Bester — Your best
maybe we can get there by
next semester!! — Kathy and friend in Tri-Slgma loves
Laura — I finally saw you. Trish
you!!!
I guess Cox hasn't killed you!
That Is definitely a surprise!
Beanie — WeVe been such
Debbie C. Janice and
Let's do lunch before exams Kimber — I love you all and good friends. You know who I
are over! — Love Ya, Lory
I'm going to miss you next am. I wish we could be so
much more. You are so
All AITs — Have a great year! n Love — Jill
adorable!!!
— Love, ?
summer and keep In touch!
^
4
\.
Steve — I hope you had a
Congrats to our newest sis5
i
ters. You guys are great! See good weekend. Sorry I could
*
not join you at the Pig Roast.
To the sisters of Sigma you at the beach!! Only 11
— Jill
Sigma Sigma — An awesome days til Nags Head! — AIT
sisterhood! — Have a love, Lory
Bob, Dave. Mike. Will —
J~ *
wonderful but safe summer.
WeVe enjoyed sleeping on top
Admissions
Job
Openings
Good luck to everyone on
of you this year. We'll miss
Seniors
exams and to those who are
you!! — Love. K. T. K. T
r "
graduating or transferring! — Anticipated recruiter/counselor
*
I'y \
%
*
1 Love and Of Course Mine. positions starting August 89
Dave Parrish — "Sex with
Stephanie. P. S. To Teddi. my asting one or two semesters.
Jen - Work. work, work . .
you is a life long dream, Mr.
Big Sis have an awesome Outgoing, energetic, involved
.Keep
In focus, and know that
P." —?
desired.
summer and let's try to visit undergraduates
"every little thing is gonna be
one another. P.P.S. April, my Extensive travel. Good salary.
Lakers — Congrats on a alright" - One of JENZ
favorite little sis, you're awe- Contact Mildred Johnson,
GREAT season. We're proud FRIENDZ
some. I'll be at Longwood ALL Admissions.
of you!! — Love. Your Faithful
summer — Come and see
Chiquita - Thanks for beFans. MC231, 230 & 242
meeee!!
Summer Work Study
ing my Jogging buddy - - N Carrie and Kelli — Thanks Federal work-study eligible stuLeslie and Chris — You Nlkkl
dents
needed
May-August.
for sticking by me all year —
guys have been great roomQ-Tlp. Guess who said Hi
We've been through a lot Offers good working conditions
mates! Hope you had a good
to
me today? Reminiscing
haven't we? I'll miss you both and job experience. Office
weekend. Congrats Chris on
about
long talks and highso much next year and I'll skills and good communication
becoming a Aln brother. —
rise
raids
- Gyspy Rose
never forget all the great skills needed. Inquire Financial
Lots of EK love, Melissa
times we've had. Just Aid Office or Gray Ragland in
Yo. Bob. S-Up? Bob rules! !
remember: I'll be back some Admissions.
To the Peer Helpers —
more so DONT go out and
Hang in there guys - we can - Nik
PLAY! — Love Tracey
Chris — It's been a blast live through exams! You all
Bob & KP - The weekend
living with you this semester! are all super. — Lots of love,
is never complete until you
Paul Petty — You are the Good luck next year. I'll miss Melissa
best D.J. I've enjoyed your you! Take care & remember:
H.B. — It's been a great play. - The 3 of us
show this semester. I hope Ruunnt!!!!! — Love. Sarah
two months. Hope it lasts a
Kendoll - You made it! Be
you have one next year. Your
lot longer. — B.B.
ware of Bats trapped in some
taste in music is great. I Just
Kelly Puff!! — Does the
want to thank you for playing word SENIOR mean
Congratulations to the bimbo's hair. Thanks for
all of my requests and anything to you??! Next newest initiates in Pi Kappa hangin' on, babe. - Niyoka
dedications. I appreciate it. semester will be a blast (& the Phi; Brad. Barry. Stacey.
Terri - Congratulations
Hope to see you on M- St. this last!!) See you next year Brent. Earl. Rob. Chris.
summer. 'Til next year — roomie!!! — IKV & mine. Charlie. Will. BUI and Steve. Lll'Sis! You have become a
Love, Sock Shower: a devoted Sarah P. S. "Why are we Proud to be a PI Kapp and Be great sister to Az. You make
me so proud. Remember your
Listener.
going home???''
# 1 . . . Team — The Archon.
number with you know what
Stephanie Jones — You are
To All Sigma Kappas: —
Dana Harmon — I've been has stopped. - Love always,
the BEST Kid a Mom could Have a great summer and watching you from afar and I Beanie
ask for. I'll miss you this keep in touch. — In Sigma want to get to know you. You
Beth (Grey IZ) - I Just
summer! — AF love and mine. love. Sarah
want
to wish you a Happy
seem sweet and Interesting.
Your Mom — Kim
Maybe, before school ends. I 21st Birthday! Good luck on
Erik — Congrats on Alphs hope! — Love. S.A.
your exams! U R The Best! ! I
Cindy Lou — The best Sig! So glad you made It to
love you. Missy P.S. Congrads
roommate ever! Just think . . initiation. You are going to be
Beth Snead! — You're an on the "clean" shower! Ha Ha
. one more year to go! Did you an awesome brother. Good awesome roommate . . .
ever think that we would luck! — Love, You Know Who Thanks for always listening to
Hope I know times can be
make It? Don't miss Rooney
me and advising me!!! Go for rough, but Just hang in there!
too much this summer! — AF
Mark (Minute) — What do I the new Pi Kap Brother! — I am here If you need me.
Love and Mine. Kim.
have to do to get your atten- Your Favorite Roomie.
Good luck on your exams!
tion? Or are you just too shy
Love. Missy
Ken — Stop walking to say something? Congrats
Stacey — Well Big Sis it's
around with noclotheson!!!
on Alpha Sig and talk to me! finally over and I want to wish
Piss Ant - road trip you the best of luck Lynchburg Broken English
— Love Ya! You Know Who
OK. that's it — Last chance
w/everythlng. You have been fans all the wayl - Barbie
— I have a 1985 Ford Escort
Kellle — Thanks for the such a special friend and sisthat Is In prime condition. If talk the other night. I really ter to me that saying goodI*rlstlne Princess - Thanks
you need or want a car. you needed the encouragement. bye doesn't seem possible. for beln' a great roomie. Be
got to see this one. It's perfect — AIT love. Lory
Thanks for always being there ware of beer and wlerd beep
for me and being the Best Big ers In the middle of the night.
for the low price. Call — Ken
— 392-7955.
Stacy Phelps — Good luck Sis ever! — Love Always. - Gypsy Rose
Beanie.
CLC. Have a good summer, next year. We'll miss youl! —
ZOO Crew - The ZOO
love, MC 230. 231. 242
IrX - Thanks for all the
it's been great,turkey.
Uvesl!
great times. Love. Room 222
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2nd Floor French Girls Thanks for making this a
great place to live. See you
next semester. A fellow hallmate

Margaret - Did you know
that some islands aren't
habitated? I am going to earn
(maybe) 15 hundred. No wait
a minute. 1 thousand. 500
dollars next year. A word of
advice - Don't wave at train
conductors. - Love Turkey
Lips

Babs - Good luck at ODU!
We'll miss you. Don't worry, 1
promise she won't be a nerd.
Just think in 3 years you will
be an official Nurse Bandy.
Love ya. Carol

Misha - You may be Irving
in a different dorm than us
next year, but you better not
forget who we are. Come and
visit us anytime - We love
your Barry Hole stories. - The
Carla. "T.C." and Mo - Forget Us Nots
Looking forward to being
roomies next year. It will be
Jason - You have made our
awesome. - Love you guys. freshman year very memoCarol
rable. Without you I don't
know who we would have
Amy. Barbara. Carla, Molly picked on. We will miss you and T.C. - Have a great Longwood will not be the
summer. I'm going to miss same without you. 910+912
you a lot. Love. Carol
Mark "Coach" - Those
T.C". Barbara and Carla - roses did the trick. I don't
Thanx for being such great think I have seen my roomfriends and roomies. We've mate any happier than she
had a lot of wonderful times has been since April 13. and I'm looking forward to Nancy
many more. Love you lots.
Carol
Bonnie - Just think, before
August 1988 I had no idea
you even existed. Now I
consider you to be my very
bestest friend In the whole
Sam and Becky — How world (next to the Larster of
about the roof of Curry next course). Thanx for the good
year? Order your tents now. times, water fights, flashlight
Just think — we're already up wars, toilet paper fun and
there when It's time to lay Jason pranks.
out!! — Love. Joi and Andrea
I'm looking forward to another year of fun. - Love
Charles "SWEETIE" — Footer
Thanks for being my teddy
bear these last few weeks.
Pookie Bear - I love you
Good luck on Exams and more than The Rotunda can
Have A GREAT SUMMER!!! — say. Thanks for the best days
Lots of Hugs "CUTIE"
of my life. - H.B.
T and A — Thanks for a
fun filled year. It's been
Interesting to say the least,
but I wouldn't change a thing
except maybe the "Chocolate"
advice. You two are the greatest. Hope we'll always be
friends. — Bee Bop

Pookie Bear:
Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
I really want to
Go down on you.
- HB
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T.A. — Guess what!?! —
I'm really glad that . . . ya
know? — I Just had to!
What're you laughln' at. ya
smell something? PBJ's. Moo.
Marshmallows. Cocamoe —
Were running for the BEACH!
Are you listening to me? This
ocean Is SO big! McWhat?
Cheese snatching. Pressure
releases. Where's Whyamego?
Shazam! Was he wearing blue
socks? Stop kicking my balloon! Sunshine. Remember
ALL the great memories! —
Love ya — K.W. — (You better
call me this summer!)
Trade H. — Enjoyed
suiting with you this year.
Can't wait to be roomies next
year. Hope you have a great
summer. — Vickie W.

GRADUATION
-

Robert and Lee — Good
luck finding your dream girls
and as you look into their
eyes ... Here's hoping that
they aren't Brown as Bark! —
BandL
Susan Pinch — "Is this the
right number --"
"I want to change my
image as an airhead.
"I know what you're implying."
"I didn't see him doing it!"
"For adults only — I never
look in that section." — from
the Young and the Sexless
Necro — James
"HAAAAH!" — SAC

say

Tracl — Thanks for a great
year and for being such a
wonderful roomie!! — Love,
your
lightening-struck
roommate

Mich — It's been real. Hope
to get together a lot over the
Chuck on 8th Floor Curry summer! By the way —
— All eyes are on you at least, Happy Valentines Dayl — NE
mine are. Study hard for all of
Oh. Oh yeah! — (Word!)
Denlse — The roommate
your exams especially for the
one on Tuesday at 9:00 a.m. from Hell — thanks for being
G — You MUST be an
such a great friend. I'm going
Angel!
—R
to
miss
you
—
Love
JU1
Frumpy Housewife and
B.B.Q. — Thanks for livening
Wendy — I'm gonna miss
up my year. Good luck on exams. Don't get too wild In you! Good luck w/ married
Farmville this summer! Listen life — Renne
Michelle — Thanx for all
to some Bon Jovl for me. —
Charlene M. — I've been the 'cheer up' talks and all
K.D. Queen"
watching you from afar, but I the fun times. Can't wait to
Buddy — You are a great never got up enough nerve to be roomies next year. It'll be a
baseball player and I'm really talk to you. You are very at- blast. Don't give up on
proud of you. You know Just tractive and maybe next year Matchew — he'll come
how to throw your balls and we'll get together. — your se- around. Be good! Love Ya —
you're even a good boxer. cret admirer
Jan-Marie
Your aim Is really good
Jason T. Craft — Good
Trlsh — "My Prerogative" —
whether it be up high or down Keep your eyes on those luck In everything you do.
low. So what are you gonna scams!! Good luck this sumCongrats! Hold on to your 18
surprise me with next? — mer with the "wild man" — Inches! We love ya!! — Love.
Love, always. Michelle
but stay away from those 9th Floor Curry.
snake bites!!! PARDU! —
KB. — Turn the shift-lock
Joey — Splash! — HA HA! Love. Kathy
key off!!!! — ST

IMTY»
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K. O. — Hey! What's your
sign?? Choc. Chick & p.b.
Don't worry we'll sing to you.
How! (Wink. Click. Click. Urn.
English please. Let's play hide
& seek, well how 'bout tag?
Spell . . . Wait! Let me take a
picture! There seems to be a
pattern here. Chips & dip.
That's my FAVORITE! Who
wants a shake?! Fine! Take
the kids!! I'm wearing socks .
. . blue socks. Hiccoughs. You
Dirty Rat! Bleech! Little
bunny foo foo. Lint. And then
there's . . . Have fun In London! I'm gonna miss you lots!
Love ya — K. W.
Dawn Harding — Wanna
fight?
Turkey Man — Thanks for
the best year-and-a-half of
my life. I love you so much.
Baby!! Keep shaking that
little fanny of fun and let's
keep making those H2O bed
waves! — All my love forever,
Cappaney.

J. H. W. — Well this year is
ending. I never got a
response. I guess it was all for
the best. Just wanted to let
you know you were a great
"scam". Yes I'm a real person
and I watched you often. Have
a great summer. — Your Admirer
Tammi Titcomb — Good
luck on Pledge Review Board!
Cant wait until initiation. I
love you — £ Love and Mine
— Your Secret Sigma
Jen. — You're my #1 girl
and I couldn't ask for anything better. Thanx for lunch
between double headers,
mail, and for putting up with
me. — Love. Dorkmo

Krinkles. — You have been
a great roommate. I'm glad
next year we'll be rooming together again. You've been a
wonderful friend. Take care of
yourself over the summer.
Rene L. — You were a great That surprise visitor last week
R. A. and suitmate. You are a sure was fun. — Sockshaver
great person. Things will imS-Queen — Hey thanks for
prove. Hope you have a great
being such a great friend.
summer. — Vickie W.
You've put up with a lot of
Angle J. and Kimmy 8 — bitching from my direction. I
You two are great friends. really appreciate your always
Thanks for loaning me the listening. Come talk with me
TV. "Angela." I enjoyed room- next year. I'm always around.
ing with you while it lasted. — Sockshaver
RHTS. Keep in touch. —
Edge: — You are a great
Vickie ('Victoria")
friend. Next year will be hard
To the Seniors of 3rd floor without you. I'll come see you
Cox: — Suzanne, James, though. I'll make tapes of the
Pippy, Scott. Ross. Sebastian, radio show and send them to
and Eric. Thanks for two you. Don't forget we're going
memorable years. Good luck to G Town this summer. —
and I'll miss you all! — Cox Sockshaver
Love and Mine. Christine
Thank you Paul Petty for
L. Elizabeth Bevell Ifamous the many hours of entertainSpanish dramatist to-be] — ing music you play on your
Lost on 14th Street? So! Their show. Don't worry you're doradio is so loud — do I ing great! Keep up the good
knock? No. I bang! Look at work in the future. — E = S
their feet — you think that's
Hey S Queen — Thank you
Betsy with the white shoes?
Hang on to that sacred heart, for all of this year. I don't
and remember you will know what I would have done
without you not being my
always be ...
"A Special Friend"
roommate. Good luck next
Friends that laugh and year, old friend. I'll miss you
care.
— On Edge
love and share.
Keep in touch and think
To the Corner Suite — Of
of each other often.
unlucky 48 of eighth floor.
Thank you guys for everywhen separted.
They always know that thing. You have made this
someday
year, a year to remember. I'll
they will be together again. never forget you guys. I
Until then ... they will promise. I will look out for on
laugh.
coming traffic at my new
care, love, and share with home. Forever and always —
others.
L. C.
but always keeping in their
Todd Bono — Thanks for
hearts a far-away special being there to talk to and for
friend.
keeping me awake on the
I can never forget all the road trips to Ferrum. Pass
great times we've snared, and any funerals lately? Good
I hope this won't be the end of luck with Courtney. Hope it
our friendship. I will miss you lasts forever!! You desire itl
and your "noisy" friends — Have a great summer. Love
Hack. Rip, Shred — Deanna
Ya — Jan-Marie
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Attention! All Gods children: — The Messiah is coming soon! The Judgement day
is drawing near! Are you
ready? Soon, all who know
him will be with Him forever!
Are you one of His? You could
be.
To the Twin Lakes birthday
crew — Thanks you guys for
all you did. You really got me
good. It's been a great
birthday! I love you guys!! —
Sharon
Joi — the next time our
ballet teacher tells someone
to pull their stomach in I'm
gonna tell her that the best
way to flatten your stomach is
to have someone lay on it. —
love, a dancing bear

JOHNNIE-POOH — Its
been the best two years of my
entire life! Thank you so
much for putting up with me
and helping me through the
worst semester of my school
career — although I still have
not gotten my card you
promised me since March
17th. Please remember that I
will ALWAYS be here for you.
— I love you. DANETTIEPOOH
P.S. Suzl says "Hi" and
wants to know if there Is
something else you want to
bet on. (ha, ha).

Attention Seniors — Have
you gotten your announcements yet? There are extra
announcements still available
on a first come first serve
basis so hurry! Call Jostens
at (804) 296-3023 from 9 to
TA — my phrase for the 2:30
week will be "the living dead".
They don't do math probTina — We'll come and
lems!! Lets get that PB and J!
visit you next year, we
promise! — The girls from
Little MBO — But Not Yet!!!
Hell
Marcus — I love you. I
think you're my "type" too!
love you lots. — your oldest
older sister

Paul — The Sock Shaver
needs your father's first
name. Help her out. — A
friend

Steve and Ben — You Dirty
Rats! You never write, you
never call. You broke our
hearts!! We hate boys!

Is two month's salary too
much to pay for something
that lasts forever? Diamonds
are forever.

Valerie — I can't begin to
thank you for all that you
have done. You are a wonderful friend and roomie. Looking
forward to the summer and to
the years ahead. "We can Do
it!" Love — Stacy
ROOMMATE (GFH) —
Thank you — For all the
things youVe done for me and
the problems you've helped
me through. You lifted me up
when I was down, and gave
me the encouragement to
move on. You're one of a kind:
— you care and you're
honest. Thanks again Love ya
— Batface
Jill Gregory — You're the
best sister and friend. We've
been through a lot and I'm
going to miss you next year.
Good luck at J.M.U.! — n
Love. Beth
P.S. The key words are
road trip!
Cunningham Staff and Ken
— Thanks for making my first
year as an R.A. great. Don't
forget our song. — We're the
Hams! — Love Stacy

Laura. — I know living
with me this last year and a
half have deflnitly not been
easy. I can't thank you
enough for all your support
especially these last five
months. You have been the
best roommate anyone could
have, and I will miss you
greatly. — Lynn

Julie. — Thanks for the
best paddle ever! You are the
greatest little sis! I am going
to miss you next year! You
better come visit! — Sigma.
Love, Karen
Curry 9th floor. — Good
luck with exams and have a
great summer. You all are the
greatest! — Love your. P. A.

Kathy Lee — It was a real
pleasure to meet you this
semester. Good luck with
APO and Lazer hall next
semester. I'll miss you. —
Lynn

To the Sisters of Sigma
Sigma Sigma. — Thanks for
everything! You all are the
greatest! I am really going to
miss you all next year! You all
better come and visit! —
Hey Fraggle — You can be Sigma Love Karen
my cowboy, but I don't want
to be your cowgirl! (I'll be your
Joellen. Chuck. Tom. Paul.
Indian) — Love you!
Stacey and Wild Bill. —
Thanks for all the good times,
T. C. — 1 Tuy yo vtvtremos parties and practical Jokes! I
en Austrailia! iNo dudo! — am really going to miss everyone next year! You all bettenga mucho amor parati
ter come and visit me at
D. W. — I don't think you TECH! — Love. MOM
tell her everything. Thanks. I
Sarah. — It's a long, hard
think you're nice no matter
what you say. — I think you year, but a learning experiknow who. (I know — I think ence for us both. First
semester was hell and second
too much!)
semester was a blast. The fun
will continue next year as we
leave behind the "never-ending hallway." Keep dreaming
of the island. One day we'll
find it. — Kim
Mo. — Where's No where
County?!?

Kathy Skelly. — Good luck
BAD Members: — You all
with genetics. I have faith made my semester bearable.
that you will pass! Good luck Thanks for the support. Next
also with the blood bank, and semester, lets have a Fall
with Steven. I shall miss you Formal Rush party! — The
both. — Lynn
President

RAT. — Ready to leave
Longwood? Good Luck! I hope
everything works out the way
you want it to. I'll never forget
all the good times or the bad
times! Try to stay out of trouble and keep in touch!! —
Love ya, Goof

Donna, — God is it finally
over? You've been a great
friend, and brother. Good
luck in grad school and the
future. A1K) Love — Lynn

Jay, — I hop'* the stress
hasn't been too much for you.
Have a great summer!!!! —
Love ya, Sarah

Michelle and Julie — This
semester has been great. I
guess we'll have to call each
other every Wednesday night
over the summer. What about
Scorpio. — Dreams do the bride magazines? I'll miss
come true ... Just keep you! come and visit me! —
Karin
believing. — Lightning
Valerie. Kathy and Debbie.
To IrX — It will be great
having you guys on 1st North. — Thanks for the past two
Next year will be awesome!! — years and making the best
suite ever. Have a great sum3rd South
mer. — Love Stacy
Chow Chow — Enjoy your
2nd Floor North Cunningsummer. It will be wonderful.
You will make a great sultem- ham — Thanks for making
ate!! Can't wait! — Roomie my year easy. You all are
wonderful. Have a great
Love. Chiquita
summer. Best of luck in the
Laura L. — I'm glad we'll future. I will miss you —
be sultemates next year. It'll Stacy.
be great!! — Remember "If
To the Third Floor French
you can't handle it. don't do guys — Thanx for all the
it!!" — Love. Anothip
laughs and good times! We're
Jeff. — We deflnltly had an gonna miss having you
"interesting" semester. I don't around all the time. Come
think I could have made It visit us. — Second Floor
without your walks and talks. French Girls.
Not to mention your shoulder!
The Brothers of IrX, —
Good luck in your pursuits Keep the spirit alive. I will
for someone to cuddle with. I miss all of you very much.
shall miss you. — Lynn.
Don't sell out and don't get
P.S. Perhaps I have a con organized. — RA-RA
clous after alii

D — I'm gonna miss you
next semester, but I'll be back
to visit. You are a sperlal
roomie! — A
From the sisters of Alpha
Kappa Alpha. Inc. — Special
thanks & lots of love to those
who have helped us along the
way! (We know who you are.)
— Sincerely. The Ivy Leaf
■ Pledge Club. Spring '89

Smitty — These past 7
months with you have been
great! (Even the rough times!)
Remember... "Easy does it. do
it easy." (XXOO) — Love ya!
Lique
To all the other beginning
ballerinas — We survived tor1
ture chamber! Don't forget to
1
practice those pleas this
Bruce — you wild thing! summer. — love. Krlstene,
Thanx for being such a Tanya, and Kerry
sweetie! You better come visit
LrX, — You really are bad
us next year! — Love. Rm.
to the BO!! — Love. 212
212

To my line sisters of Alpha
Kappa Alpha. Inc. — Whew,
we made It "Tator heads!
(Lookayonder) Ya'll are fantastic' I love each and every
one of you. That pink and
green sho looks good! — Ivy
love. #2 (A.B.)

Athena Mundy — I want to
congratulate you and the
student union staff on a successful Spring Weekend and
Music Festival. You all did a
terrific Job. Student Union
should be very proud of their
accomplishments this year
and I am looking forward to
events planned for next year.
— A student who notices
hard work and success.
Matt K. — don't have too
much fun cowtlpping this
summer to not think about
us!! — Love Rm. 212
P.S. Don't forget to write
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Longwood Crushes
VA. Tech
By ROXIE LOCKWOOD
The Longwood softball
team finished their season
winning 14-0 and 9-1 at Virginia Teeh Saturday, losing 42 and 4-3 at Radford Friday,
and winning 4-0 and 5-1 at
North Carolina Wesleyan
Monday. The Lady Lancers'
record is 12-15.
In the first game against
Tech. Pam Fitzgerald stroked
a single to begin the second.
Laura Marks walked on a
passed ball. Mitzy Hairfleld.
Carmille Barnette and A. D.
Miller hit back-to-back singles. Everyone came home
except Miller.
Longwood added to Tech's
discomfiture in the third.
Melissa Gwinn got a lead-off
walked followed by a Mary
Dailey single. Fitzgerald and
Cassie Mullenlx reached on
consecutive errors by the first

baseman. Gwlnn scored.
Marks and Hairfleld walked
on eight consecutive balls,
then Barnette lashed a triple.
Barnette scored on a fielders
choice.
Marks and Hairfleld scored
in the fourth. Gwinn and
Dailey in the fifth.
In the nightcap. Marks and
Amanda Whitby opened scoring in the second. Cheryl
Scharr led off the fourth with
a double and scored. Dailey
singled and scored. Gwinn
and Joy Mariner scored in the
fifth. Tech got one back in the
sixth. Longwood finished out
scoring with three runs provided by Barnette. Marks and
Whitby in the sixth.
Scharr went the distance,
allowing one run on six hits.
She walked two and struck
out none. Scharr finishes
with a record of 6-5.

Future Booters
j ^Lancer soccer coach Rich
Itosipanko reports that the 12
prep soccer standouts who
have signed to attend Longwood in the fall comprise his
best group of recruits ever.
"This is the best group of
recruits we've ever signed."
said Posipanko. "Maybe half
of these guys will contend for
starting positions next season."
Longwood. 15-4-1. and
ranked 17th in NCAA Division
II in 1988. will have
fiewcomers from the states of
Virginia. New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New York. Virginia recruits Include Byron
Edwards, of Monacan High.
Seth Johnson, of Cox High
and Todd Dyer, who attends
Osborn Park High in Manas-

*A WWrreiaer. Edwards has
been a member of the Virginia
State team and was chosen
All-District and All-Region for
both soccer and academics.
Johnson played back for Cox
while earning first team AllBeach and second team AllState honors. Dyer won first
team All-District. All-Region
and All-State honors while
playing midfield at Osborn
Park.
Future Lancers from Pennsylvania include Dave Mazzuca and Pat Temple, both of
Millvllle High. Ted Doran. of
Mt. Lebanon High. Mike
MaKinster. of North Hills
High, and Kevin Kenjarski. of
Cumberland Valley High.

Longwood
Downs Hollins

By ROXIE LOCKWOOD
Our whole team did really
well." said the excited coach
Sue Finnle about Longwood's
lacrosse win over visiting
Hollins College Monday afternoon.Longwood knocked
Hollins. one of the better
teams in the area, out of its
game and survived a late
Hollins comeback to win 7-5.
Longwood's record is 3-10.
Monday. Longwood finishes
its season with a make up
game in Lynchburg. Longwood's scheduled alumnae
game has been cancelled.
Longwood opened the
game with four straight goals.
Ellen Blnswanger opened
scoring followed by Rashel
Hammond. Carver Ports, and

Lara Clnl. Hollins got two
back before half to bring the
score to 4-2 at intermission.
Two minutes into the second. Cini scored again. Ports
and Blnswanger added a goal
each, then Finnle sent in the
bench. Hollins scored three
times on the reserves for a final score of 7-5.
The coach had a hard time
deciding on Player of the
Game honors, but finally settled on Clnl for overall Player
of the Game. Goalie Karen
Holleman was Flnnie's defensive choice with 13 saves.
Blnswanger representing the
attack and Ports In midfield
were also selected.

Bsdi

Baseball Winds Up Season
In an up-and-down week,
Radford bounced back to
the Longwood baseball team take a 6-5 lead against
beat Randolph-Macon 7-3 Lancer
hurler
Buddy
last Tuesday, but fell at Rad- Williams, scoring four runs In
ford Saturday. 7-6 and 4-1. A the first inning and two In the
game scheduled for Sunday second on seven hits, a walk
at North Carolina A&T was and an error.
cancelled.
Longwood tied the contest
The
Lancers.
22-11 at 6-6 in the fourth on a
heading into the final week of single by Scott Maciejewskl. a
the regular season, are slated Greylin Rice sacrifice and a
to visit St. Mary's Monday for run-scoring single by Smith,
a single game at 3:00 and but the Division I Highlanders
play at William & Mary scored the game-winner
Wednesday for a 1:00 against Lancer Tim Patrick
twinbell.
Longwood
is with a double and a single In
tentatively scheduled to play the bottom of the fifth.
Christopher-Newport in a Patrick, now 3-2, gave up just
make-up
game
either one run in 3 and 2/3 innings
Wednesday night or Thurs- of work.
day.
Junior second baseman
Longwood Jumped to a 5-0 Pete Criscione had three hits
lead over Radford in Satur- for Longwood in the nightcap,
day's opening game. Fresh- and Dennis Hale pitched a
man Chris Cherry drove home solid game, but Radford won
Robbie Smith. Bill Conroy 4-1.
and Mark Moeller with a
Hale limited Radford to
bases loaded double. Smith. seven hits, walked one and
Conroy. and Moeller had fanned five while giving up
singled. Cherry scored on a Just two earned runs in six
double by Scott Abe 11. and innings of work. His record
Abell came home from third falls to 4-4 for the season.
on a delayed steal.
Longwood also had seven

Golfers Bounce Back
Longwood's women's golf
bounced back from a slow
start and shot 353-333-3351021 to finish seventh out of
11 teams in the William &
Mary Invitational Golf Tournament at Ford's Colony In
Willlamsburg over the weekend.
Division I North Carolina
Wilmington edged Penn State
for the team title with a 329329-313-971. PSU was next
at 977. followed by defending
Division III National Champ
Methodist (978). William &
Mary's Tiff Maurycy carded a
77-79-77-233 to take individ-

ual honors.
Playing for Longwood were
Daphne Sole 84-79-83-246.
Ashley Warren 91-83-82 256.
Ami Schonauer 87-84-86257. Angle Monro (Sherwood
Park Alberta. Canada) 91-8784-262 and Sherry Evans
(Jonesvtlle) 96-88-92-276.
Next up for Longwood, twotime defending Division II
National Champ. Is the sixth
National Golf Coaches Association Division II and III
Tournament May 8-10 In
Fayetteville. North Carolina.

Golfers Blast Liberty
In a complete reversal of White shot a 68 in 1982.
form. Longwood's men's golf White's 67 at Longwood is the
team put together a sizzling all-time best mark.
289 Saturday at Longwood
Golf Course to blitz Liberty
(310). Newport News Apprentice (316) and George Washington (327) while breaking
the Lancer record for one
round team score by eight
strokes.
Led by Junior Tony Goods
even-par 69. the Lancers easily beat the record 297 which
was carded at Longwood in
1981. Freshman Chris Fishburne had a 72. Scott Wiseman 73. and Darrell Nichols
75 to comprise the recordbreaking foursome. Jeff
Smiley shot 84 and Hank Kim
81.
Good, who was named
Longwood Player of the
Week for his effort , had the
Player of the Week:
lowest round for a Lancer
Tony Good
golfer since All-American Tim

hits, but stranded eight
baserunners. Leftfielder Mike
Lauffer put the Lancers up 1 0 In the third when he
singled, stole second and
came home on an RBI-single
by Smith. LC loaded the
bases with two outs, but
couldn't score. Lauffer had
two hits and Criscione three
to lead Longwood.

PETE CRISCIONE

Athletes
Honor Role
The following Longwood
student-athletes achieved a
3.0 or better academic
average first semester.
John Patrick Barone,
•Ellen Virginia Blnswanger.
Shaun Dorian Bromley,
'Diane Michelle Brown,
'Elmo Joel Bryant. Jr.,
'Karen L. Carreras. 'Lynda
Sue Chenoweth, Susan
Elizabeth Conrad. Melissa
Lynn Dorton, Scott Herbert
Flood, Stephen Joseph
Gedro,
Michelle
Lea
Hairfleld, Dennis E. Hale II,
Roger A. Hanna, Jr..
Christopher Scott Healing,
Brian George Hill, Tracy
Ann Hogan, Robert Michael
Johnson. Raymond S.
Jones. Eion D. Kelley. Laura
Jean Labyak, Mark Edward
Lewis, Tammy Joy Lohren,
'Timothy Ralph Mason. Nils
Ian McCarty, Anne Douglas
Miller. Julie Elizabeth
Miller,
Crystal
Anne
Mitchell. Kimberly Wynne
Nelson, 'Faustena Louise
Phllbreck. 'Robert Scott
Pierce, 'Kimberly Ann
Polrier. Sandra Rawdon.
Mitchell Rubin. Dale Moore
Shavers. Ashley Dawn
Smith. Katherine Copley
Smith. 'Daphne Anne Sole,
Amanda Lawson Spiers,
Laura Estaline Vollrath,
George Michael Wade,
•Alison Marie Walek,
'Ashley Reed Warren
C — also listed on the
Dean's List)
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THE LONGWOOD COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE SAYS:

SELL BOOKS
FOR CASH!
TWO LOCATIONS: Bookstore Area
Hi-Rise Dorms (Outside)
I

THURSDAY, APRIL 27 AND FRIDAY 28

9 AM - 6 PM

SATURDAY, APRIL 29

10 AM - 2 PM

MONDAY, MAY 1 THRU WEDNESDAY, MAY 3

9 AM - 6 PM

fREE PEPSI AT HI RISE DORM LOCATION!
f

DRAWING
FOR PRIZES!
1ST PRIZE- 13" ZENITH COLOR TV ($249 VALUE)
2ND PRIZE - CHAMPION REVERSE-WEAVE
SWEATSHIRT/PANTS ($59 VALUE)
3RD PRIZE- VIVITAR 35 MM CAMERA ($39 VALUE)
DRAWING TO BE HELD TUESDAY, MAT 2, 2:00 IN BOOKSTORE!
(LONGWOOD STUDENTS ONLY ELIGIBLE TO WIN)

DAILY DRAWING: LONGWOOD T-SHIRT <» TO$,OVALUE.

SENIORS:
it.

THE BOOKSTORE HAS EXTRA GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR SALE.
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WOW!
The place to have been last Saturday night was Lancer
Gym for Longwood's birthday party. The brilliant multi-colored
laser show set the tone for the evening coupled with President
Don-ill's remarks about the occasion.
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The Satanic Verses
New freshman
rush policy
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Happy Birthday
Longwood!
Dr. Jacques Stepping
Down As Dean

..BRUCE
HORNSBY
Lottery Begins
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Title
Witters VfinSUt^

Virus Continues To
Infect Computers
Curry Residents Live in
Fear of Break-ins
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Waxing Poetics
Attract 600

Resident Students Lose
225 On-Campus Spaces

School ****

ted
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New President Pleased
With Longwood

Master Plan For Continuing Renovations At Lawnwood

Tom Wolfe Will Speak at
Influenza
Plagues
Commencement
Longwood
LAST CALL FOR TIME CAPSULE
Community
MEMORABILIA!
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Some of the Rotunda staff — pictured here (left to right) are: Features Editor
Monica Gilbert. Editor-in-Chief Matt Peterman. Managing Editor R. Bruce Gantt,
Layout Assistant Cheryl Jeffrey and Sports Editor Lindy Seymore. Not pictured sre
Photography Editor Emily Ann Howell, Business Manager Tim Oliva, Advertising
Managers Steve Evans and Susan Miller, and staff writers Stephanie Neely and Beth
A. Lord.
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